Models of texture segregation frequently feature two processing mechanisms: simple, linear channels (1st-order, Fourier mechanisms) and complex channels (2nd-order, non-Fourier mechanisms). Using texture patterns designed to segregate primarily as a result of activity in one set of channels or the other, we employed the method of cued response to obtain speed-accuracy tradeoff (SAT) functions measuring the time course of texture segregation processing in simple and complex channels. Here, both simple-channel and complex-channel patterns are composed of Gabor-patch texture elements, thus equating input to simple channels and the first stage of complex channels. Subjects were required to identify the orientation of a rectangular texture region embedded in a background field of a different texture. SAT functions were obtained by requiring subjects to respond within 200 ms after an auditory cue. We found that: (1) when segregation depended primarily on activity in simple channels, performance was faster and better than when it depended primarily on complex channels; (2) in contrast to a previous study (Sutter, A., & Graham, N. (1995) . Investigating simple and complex mechanisms in texture segragation using the speed-accuracy tradeoff method. Vision Research, 35, 2825-2843), simple-channel (Fourier) patterns composed of two textured regions were just as easily segregated as simple-channel patterns in which one of the regions was blank instead of textured; (3) performance with complex-channel patterns composed of diagonally oriented Gabor-patches was considerably worse than performance with complex-channel patterns composed of vertically and/or horizontally oriented Gabor-patches; (4) among simple-channel patterns containing only one region of texture (background-only or rectangle-only), there were minimal differences in performance; and (5) as in previous experiments, there were large individual differences in the segregation of complex-channel (non-Fourier) patterns. All of the above results can be explained within the framework of the simple-and complex-channels model of texture segregation.
Introduction
Theories of texture and motion processing predominantly involve mechanisms acting relatively early in vision, usually including linear filters and some early nonlinearities (Bergen, 1991; Graham & Sutter, 1998) . Some models specifically include mechanisms composed of two stages of spatial-frequency and orientation selective linear filters separated by a rectification, or similar nonlinearity; these mechanisms can be thought of as detecting low spatial-frequency arrangements of high spatial-frequency elements. Fig. 1 depicts such a proposed nonlinear mechanism for texture segregation, which Graham, Sutter, and Beck have called a Complex Channel (Sutter, Beck & Graham, 1989; Graham, Beck & Sutter, 1992a; Graham, Sutter & Venkatesan, 1993) , and others have called a non-Fourier or second-order mechanism (Sperling, 1989; Lin & Wilson, 1996) . The first-stage filter of the mechanism shown in Fig. 1 is tuned to diagonal (45°) orientation. The outputs of the first-stage filter are rectified or undergo a similar nonlinearity, and are passed to the second-stage linear filter which, in this example, is tuned to a low spatial frequency and vertical orientation. This particular example of a complex channel is only one of what is assumed to be many possible combinations of first-stage and second-stage filters. There is good evidence that the first-stage filters are orientation and spatial-frequency selective (Graham, Sutter, Venkatesan & Humaran, 1992b; Graham et al., 1993) , and that the nonlinearity is approximately a power function with an exponent of 3 or 4 (Graham & Sutter, 1998) .
In the experiments reported below, we address the question of whether or not the output of a single stage of linear filtering is available to segregation decision processes in addition to and independent of the output of complex channels. We refer to the single-stage linear filters, considered by themselves, as simple channels (others have referred to them as a Fourier or first-order mechanism). If simple-channel output is available to segregation decision processes in addition to and independent of complex-channel output, we expect to see differences in the time course of processing for texture patterns that are segregable with only one stage of filtering (simple-channels) versus patterns requiring two stages of filtering (complex channels). Whether the simple-channel filters are separate filters or also serve as the first stage in the complex channels is not known, and will not be addressed here. How the model accounts for the degree of perceived segregation of textured regions in a pattern is described below, using specific stimulus examples from the experiments reported here.
The texture stimuli
In the experiments reported here, we used patterns composed of Gabor patches to examine the time course of segregation processing, and specifically, to address the question of how processing dynamics differ for patterns that are segregated primarily by simple channels versus primarily by complex channels. is not crucial to understanding of this discussion). These patterns contain both element arrangement textures (first used by Beck, Prazdny and Rosenfeld (1983) ), in which texture elements were arranged into either checked or striped texture regions (e.g. Fig.  2b , c, e, f, h, and i), and element-type textures in which texture elements were arranged into homogenous texture fields (e.g. Fig. 2a, d, g ). All patterns used in this study were composed of one or two orientations of Gabor patch elements whose average luminances equaled the background luminance. Stimulus patterns contained a rectangular patch of texture embedded in a background field of a different texture (e.g. Fig. 2a , h, and i), or the rectangle or background by itself (e.g. Fig. 2b-g ). The subjects' task was to discriminate between the two orientations (vertical or horizontal) of the rectangular region. According to the complex-channels model, segregation of the embedded rectangle in these patterns is due to within-filter differences in the pooled responses to the two regions (see Sutter et al. (1989) ; Graham et al. (1992a) for details of the model).
According to the model, the patterns shown in Fig.  2a -g (hereafter called simple-channel patterns) are segregated primarily as a result of activity in simple channels (one stage of linear filtering), whereas the patterns shown in Fig. 2h , i (hereafter called complex-channel patterns) are segregated primarily as a result of activity in complex channels (two stages of linear filtering separated by a rectification or similar nonlinearity).
It should be noted that in its current form, the complex-channels model ignores the problem of how the boundary between regions is determined. In this respect, our model may differ from other, similar models (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Malik & Perona, 1990; Wilson & Richards, 1992; Wolfson & Landy, 1995) . This distinction is discussed more fully in Graham and Sutter (1998) . In these other models, the second-stage filter specifically serves to locate the boundary between the textured regions. In our model, the second-stage of filtering is necessary to characterize the textures within each region in our 2nd-order patterns (Fig. 2h, i) . The complex-channels model is, therefore a region-focused model rather than an edge-focused model. The spatialpooling rules in the complex-channels model assume knowledge of the boundary between the regions. This assumption, while perhaps unrealistic, is acceptable in the context of our experiments (in which we don't systematically manipulate the boundary). Whether the complex channels of our model and the two-stage mechanisms of others are the same mechanisms, is unclear at this point. Fig. 3 . Diagram of responses of selected simple and complex channels to a vertically striped, two-element texture region (like the embedded rectangle in Fig. 2h ). Fig. 3 illustrates why the patterns shown in Fig. 2h , i segregate mainly because of the activity they produce in complex channels. Consider the top row of Fig. 3 , which shows the response of a simple channel tuned to the fundamental frequency of the striped texture (like the embedded rectangle in Fig. 2h ). Notice that there is no response from this simple channel because its receptive fields are too large to detect these luminance balanced patches. The simple channel tuned to the spatial frequency and orientation of one set of Gabor patches (see simple-channel outputs in bottom row of Fig. 3 ) also will not signal the difference between two elementarrangement texture regions because the spatiallypooled outputs for the two regions will be roughly the same. It so happens that no biologically plausible simple channel, or single-stage of filter, will show a difference between the spatially-pooled responses to the checked and striped regions of patterns like those in Fig. 2h , i, i.e. where the two regions are defined by two different arrangements of luminance-balanced texture elements. (As will be discussed later, however, a defined region of texture containing Gabor-patch elements can be segregated from a blank region by simple channels).
Responses of complex channels to element-arrangement textures
The bottom row of Fig. 3 shows the response of a complex channel consisting of a first-stage filter tuned to a high spatial frequency and 45°orientation, followed by a rectification and a second-stage filter tuned to the fundamental frequency and orientation of the striped Gabor-patch texture. The small receptive fields of the first-stage filter are of a size and orientation appropriate to detect the 45°Gabor patches. There will be activity in both the checked and striped regions in the outputs of this first-stage filter, but after rectification, a second stage filter (tuned to the fundamental frequency of the striped texture) will respond strongly to the striped region, but not to the checked region in this pattern, thus producing some degree of perceived segregation of the regions.
Responses of simple channels to texture patterns
The patterns shown in Fig. 2a -g segregate mainly because of the activity they produce in simple channels. In Fig. 2a , detection of the orientation of the embedded rectangle should be accomplished by simple channels, or one stage of filtering, because there is only one orientation of Gabor patches within any particular region. No segregation of regions of different element arrangements is necessary in these patterns, and any channel sensitive to one of the orientations of Gabor patches will signal the presence of the rectangle (or background). For patterns like those in Fig. 2b -g , detection of the orientation of the rectangular patch (either by itself or as a blank embedded region) should be accomplished by simple channels, or one stage of filtering, precisely because there is only one region filled with elements. No segregation of regions with different element arrangements or types is necessary in these patterns, and any channel sensitive to the individual elements will signal the presence of the rectangle. It so happens that for all of these patterns, no complex channel will do a better job of signalling the difference between the two regions than does an appropriate simple channel.
Segregation of two-region simple-channel patterns
A major goal of the present study is to explore a somewhat puzzling finding in Sutter and Graham (1995) . They compared processing dynamics in texture segregation with simple-and complex-channel patterns that differed in important respects from the patterns used in the experiments reported here. First, the only two-region simple-channel patterns in Sutter and Graham's study were composed of opposite-sign-of-contrast Gaussian-blob elements (elements having a Gaussian luminance profile) organized into element-arrangement textures (the patterns were similar to Fig. 2h except that instead of 45 and 135°Gabor patches, they were composed of light and dark Gaussian blobs). The complex-channel patterns used in this study were composed of Gabor-patch elements, and were similar to the pattern shown in Fig. 2i . Thus, the two-region simplechannel patterns stimulated simple channels tuned to the same spatial frequency and orientation as the second stage of the complex channels under investigation (i.e. at the spatial frequency and orientation characterizing the arrangement of elements), rather than stimulating simple channels at the same spatial frequency and orientation as the first stage of the complex channels (e.g. the high spatial frequency and diagonal orientation of the Gabor-patches, as in the present study). Sutter and Graham also employed a control task using Gabor-patch and Gaussian-blob rectangle-Only patterns (similar to those in Fig. 2e , f) to equate visibility of the Gaussian-blob and Gabor-patch patterns and to compensate for known differences in response times between high and low spatial frequencies.
As expected, their results indicated that segregation of patterns requiring activity in complex channels always proceeded more slowly than segregation of patterns requiring activity only in simple channels. However, Sutter and Graham's results also showed that two-region, simple-channel patterns (called embeddedrectangle-Gaussian there) were processed slightly, but consistently more slowly than one-region simple-channel patterns (called Gabor-and Gaussian-rectangleonly there). This result presents a challenge to our current conception of the way simple channels work. According to the model, segregation should be as good or better for two-region patterns than for rectangleonly patterns because in two-region patterns, two different sets of simple channels (one for the rectangle and one for the background) should be signalling the difference between regions. In the present study, a different type of two-region simple-channel pattern (see Fig. 2a ) is compared with a wider range of types of one-region simple-channel patterns to explore possible causes of this effect. In addition, the current two-region simplechannel patterns stimulate simple channels at the same spatial frequency and orientation as the first stage of the complex channels under investigation (i.e. at the spatial frequency and orientations of the individual Gabor patches), rather than at the same spatial frequency and orientation as the second stage of the complex channels, as in Sutter and Graham's study. Thus, in the present study, we can compare high-spatial-frequency simple channels with complex channels of high-spatial-frequency first stage and low-spatial-frequency second stage.
Segregation of one-6ersus two-element complex-channel patterns
Another difference between the present study and Sutter and Graham's study is that here we use two-element complex-channel patterns (as in Fig. 2h ) in addition to the one-element complex-channel patterns (as in Fig. 2i ) used by Sutter and Graham. Any differences in dynamics between two-element and one-element complex-channel patterns will provide information about the orientation bandwidths of the first-stage of complex-channels. Slower segregation of two-element patterns relative to one-element patterns may indicate that the same complex channel is responding to both orientations of element, thus reducing segregation for the two-element patterns. Faster segregation of two-ele-ment patterns relative to one-element patterns may indicate that the two complex channels with relatively narrow orientation bandwidths are responding to each element-type separately, thus increasing segregation for the two-element patterns. Even though we expect to find the same basic pattern of results for all subjects (namely, that simple-channel patterns are processed faster than complex-channel patterns), we will not be surprised to see large individual differences in dynamics between one-element and two-element complex-channel patterns. Graham et al. (1993) found striking individual differences in the orientation bandwidths of the firststage of complex channels.
The effect of element orientation
Another goal of the present study is to explore the relationship between first-and second-stage filter orientation in complex channels. In addition to the patterns composed of diagonally oriented Gabor patches that are shown in Fig. 2 , we created a second set of patterns that were exactly the same as the first set, except that the orientation of the individual elements was vertical or horizontal (0 and/or 90°) instead of diagonal. Fig. 4 displays an example of one of these patterns (which corresponds to Fig. 2h ).
Difference between background-only and rectangle-only patterns
Of some interest to us in this study will be any differences in the time course of processing between the background-only (Fig. 2b, c, d ) and rectangle-only (Fig.  2e, f, g ) simple-channel patterns. Casual observation of these patterns suggests that the background-only patterns might be harder (i.e. take longer) to segregate than their rectangle-only counterparts. According to one Gestalt principle of figure-ground segregation, an area will be more likely to be seen as a figure if it is more detailed than the ground, and the boundary between the detailed region and the rest of the display will be perceived as belonging to the detailed region (Kohler, 1947) . Accordingly, it might be easier (i.e. take less time) to see the orientation of the rectangle in rectangle-only patterns because the region to be judged is more easily seen as the figure than the empty rectangle is in the background-only patterns. Of course, other principles of figure-ground segregation (e.g. enclosure by the ground) might favor the rectangle as figure even in the background-only patterns, in which case we would expect no difference in performance between the rectangle-only and background-only patterns. However, Merigan and Pham (1996) has shown that monkeys with lesions in extrastriate area V4 are able to correctly discriminate the orientation of texture regions in patterns very much like our rectangle-only patterns, but are unable to discriminate the orientation of blank regions in patterns like our background-only patterns (or, as it turns out, like our two-region simple-channel patterns in Fig. 2a ). This suggests the possibility that we might find differences in segregation for these types of patterns. However, our model of texture segregation does not predict a difference between background-only and rectangle-only patterns; it is insensitive to which region is considered a figure and which the ground.
The speed accuracy tradeoff paradigm
In this paper, we investigate differences in the time course of texture segregation processing for simplechannel patterns and complex-channel patterns using the method of cued response to generate speed-accuracy tradeoff (SAT) functions. These functions express response accuracy as a function of some measure of time (Wickelgren, 1977; Dosher, 1979) . The method we use for obtaining SAT functions involves manipulating the timing of an auditory response cue. By requiring the subject to respond at different points in time during the processing of a stimulus, the responses reflect the amount of information available to decision processes at those points in time. One difference between the cued-response method used here and the backward masking or stimulus duration manipulations used by others (Caelli & Julesz, 1978; Bergen & Julesz, 1983; Nothdurft, 1985; Ben-Av, Sagi & Braun, 1992 ) is that by masking or varying the stimulus duration, one limits the amount of information available for processing while allowing processing to proceed to its conclusion before taking a measurement. The SAT method, on the other hand, measures performance at various stages of completion of processing, providing a measure that is sometimes more sensitive to stimulus differences than measures relying on backward masking (Sutter, 1995) . We measured subjects' ability to discriminate between two orientations (vertical and horizontal) of the rectangular patch (textured or blank) in our stimulus patterns. We investigated the time course of processing for the different types of patterns by requiring subjects to respond within 200 ms after an auditory cue which could occur at several different times (response cue lags) after the onset of the stimulus (which was 50 ms in duration).
Summary of aims of the present study
In summary, there are several goals of the present study: (1) to address the question of how processing dynamics differ for patterns that are segregated primarily by simple channels versus primarily by complex channels; (2) to address the puzzling previous finding that two-region simple-channel patterns are processed more slowly than one-region simple-channel patterns; (3) to explore differences in dynamics between two-element and one-element complex-channel patterns; (4) to explore the relationship between first-and second-stage filter orientation in complex channels; and (5) to see if there are differences in the time course of processing between background-only and rectangle-only simplechannel patterns.
Details of the method and procedures
In the present study we used six classes of pattern, two of which stimulate complex channels and four of which stimulate simple channels. Among these patterns, two-region, element-arrangement patterns (Fig. 2h , i) primarily stimulate complex channels (as explained earlier, see Fig. 3 ). The complex channels under investigation have first-stage filters that are sensitive to the spatial frequency and orientation of the Gabor patch elements. (This spatial frequency was 8 cpd/deg; the orientation was 45 or 135°for the first experiment, and 0 or 90°for the second experiment). The complex channels have second-stage filters that are sensitive to the spatial frequency and orientation characterizing the arrangement of elements. (The spatial frequency equals the fundamental frequency of the pattern, which was 1.5 cpd/deg in the striped region and 2 higher in the checked region; the orientation was vertical, horizontal, or oblique depending on whether a vertically-striped, horizontally-striped, or checked region is under consideration).
The four classes of simple-channel patterns ( Fig. 2a-g ) stimulate simple channels at the same spatial frequency and orientation as the first stage of the complex channels under investigation (i.e. at the spatial frequency and orientation of the Gabor patches). The two-region, homogeneous (element-type) patterns ( Fig.   2a ) are especially important because they contain two textured regions that are segregable by activity in simple channels only. Performance for these patterns may be directly compared with performance for the one-region simple channel patterns ( Fig. 2b-g ), and with the complex-channel patterns, which contain two regions.
Apparatus
The stimuli were presented on a standard Apple monochrome monitor. Stimulus generation, experimental control, and luminance linearization of the monitor were accomplished using a Macintosh Quadra 650 with Pascal programs based on software generously provided by Hugh Wilson.
Subjects
Four young adults, students at Loyola University, participated in the experiment. One was an author (DH), and all participated as part of a two-semester research experience for which they received course credit. All subjects had normal vision. In addition, all subjects had had extensive practice in the experimental task (2000-5000 trials) with stimulus patterns similar to the ones used in the present study.
Stimuli
Examples of the stimuli appear in Figs. 2 and 4. The patterns were composed of one or two orientations of Gabor-patch elements that were luminance-balanced with the background. These elements were arranged into one or two different textured regions in each pattern. simple-channel (Fourier, 1st-order) patterns and complex-channel (non-Fourier, 2nd-order) patterns were constructed by manipulating three stimulus dimensions described below.
Stimulus dimension 1: number of textured-regions in the pattern
One type of pattern (two-region) consisted of a field of Gabor-patch elements (17× 17 elements, 6.12× 6.12°at a viewing distance of 0.91 m) in which was embedded a rectangular patch of a different texture of Gabor patches (7× 11 elements, 2.52× 3.96°). Whether the pattern was a simple-channel or complex-channel pattern depended on the specific arrangement (described below) of Gabor patches in the background and rectangle (see Fig. 2a , h, i). These patterns are labeled 2reg in all figures. Another type of pattern (one-region) consisted of either the 17× 17 background field with a 7× 11 element blank rectangle within it ( Fig. 2b-d ), or the 7 × 11 rectangular patch by itself ( Fig. 2e-g ). All of these background-only and rectangle-only patterns are simple-channel patterns (refer to Section 1 for an expla- Complex  24  2  1  2 4  ElAr  2  2  Complex  2  Hmgn  2  3  12  Simple  36  2  ElAr  1  4  Simple  1  3 6  5  Simple  1  ElAr  1  1 2  6 Simple 1 Hmgn nation of why this is true). These patterns are labeled 1reg in the figures. In all of the patterns (two-region and one-region), the rectangular region was oriented either vertically or horizontally, and occurred at one of six different locations in the background texture fieldnear the top, at the middle, or near the bottom for horizontal patches, and near the right edge, at the middle, or near the left edge for vertical patches. There were always at least three rows or columns of background elements (or corresponding blank space in the case of rectangle only patterns) between the embedded rectangular region and the nearest edge of the pattern.
Stimulus dimension 2: number of element-types in the pattern
Some of the patterns (two-element) were composed of two orientations of Gabor patches (45 and 135°in the first experiment, 0 and 90°in the second experiment). These are labeled 2el in the figures (see Fig.  2a , b, e, h). Other patterns (one-element-only) contained only one orientation of Gabor patch (45 or 135°in the first experiment, see Fig. 2c , d, f, g, i; 0 or 90°in the second experiment). The patterns composed of only one orientation of Gabor-patch elements may be thought of as patterns composed of two element types (both orientations of Gabor-patches) but with the contrast of the second type of element set to zero. These patterns are labeled 1el in all figures. Both simple-channel and complex-channel versions of one-element and two-element patterns were constructed.
Stimulus dimension 3: texture composition within a region
Texture elements were positioned in two different ways within a region. In element-arrangement textures (see Fig. 2b , c, e, f, h, i), two texture element-types (45 and 135°, or 0 and 90°) were arranged into vertically striped, horizontally striped, or checked regions (for one-element patterns, think of the second element-type as having a contrast of zero). In two-region, element-arrangement patterns (such as Fig. 2h , i) there were four possible assignments of checked and striped arrangements into the rectangle and the background, namely; horizontally-striped rectangle with checked background; vertically-striped rectangle with checked background; checked rectangle with horizontally-striped background; checked rectangle with vertically-striped background. Element-arrangement patterns are labeled ElAr in the figures. In two-element, element-arrangement textures, the center-to-center spacing between adjacent elements was 16 pixels (0.33°); one period of the striped texture consisted of two elements (32 pixels). In the one-element, element-arrangement textures, the center-to-center spacing between adjacent elements was 32 pixels (0.67°). Thus the fundamental frequency of the striped texture was 1.5 cpd/deg.
In homogeneous textures, only one element-type was present in any texture region (see Fig. 2a, d ). In a homogeneous texture, like Gabor-Patches were organized into a solid grid within the region. In two-region, homogeneous patterns (Fig. 2a) , the difference between the texture regions was one of element-type (element orientation), whereas in element-arrangement patterns, the differences between texture regions was defined by the arrangement of the elements rather than their type. In homogeneous textures, the center-to-center spacing between adjacent elements was 16 pixels (0.33°). These patterns are labeled Hmgn in the figures. Table 1 shows how the three stimulus dimensions described above were combined to form four classes of simple-channel and two classes of complex-channel patterns. Within each of the six stimulus classes, the number of patterns constructed resulted from the complete combination of six possible rectangle positions with: for two-region, element-arrangement patterns (2reg-ElAr, pattern classes 1 and 2 in Table 1), the four possible assignments of checked and striped arrangements into the rectangle and the background; For homogeneous patterns (Hmgn, pattern classes 3 and 6 in Table 1), the two possible assignments of 45 and 135°Gabor-patch elements into the rectangle and/or the background; for one-region, element-arrangement patterns (1reg-ElAr, pattern classes 4 and 5 in Table 1), the six possible assignments of checked or striped arrangements into the rectangle or the background.
Simple-channel 6ersus complex channel patterns

The Gabor-patch elements, luminance and contrast
The Gabor-patch texture elements had a concentric Gaussian window with a half-width half-height of eight pixels (0.167°at a viewing distance of 0.91 m). Each element was truncated at 16 pixels. The oscillation of the Gabor patch was in sine phase with respect to the Gaussian window so that the space-average luminance across the Gabor patch was equal to the background luminance (77.3 cpd/m 2 ). The spatial frequency of the Gabor patch elements was 8 cpd/deg (a period of six pixels), and the orientation of the patches was 45 and/or 135°oblique for Experiment I, and 0 and/or 90°f or Experiment II. The pattern contrast was held constant at 0.60.
Procedures
Subjects were seated 0.91 m from the monitor screen. Head movements were restrained by a chin-rest mounted on a small desk in front of the subjects. The room was dimly illuminated by a partially obscured lamp on the floor behind the subjects. Fig. 5 illustrates the procedure for a single trial. The subject initiated a trial by pressing a key, after which the following sequence of events occurred: A fixation X (10% contrast, 0.17°wide× 0.33°high) appeared on the screen for 1 s and then was replaced by one stimulus pattern which was presented for 50 ms with an abrupt onset and offset. After a variable interval of time following the onset of the stimulus (the cue lag, which was 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 500, or 800 ms), the subject received an auditory cue (a 50 ms beep). The subject was then required to respond within 200 ms after the cue onset by pressing one of two keyboard buttons depending on whether the texture rectangle was oriented horizontally or vertically. Immediately after the subject's response, auditory feedback indicated a correct response, an incorrect response, or a missed response deadline (a response occurring more than 200 ms after the cue onset). The subject was then free to initiate the next trial. Trials on which the response deadline was missed were re-randomized into the sequence of trials. During the periods between stimuli, the screen remained blank at the mean luminance of the stimulus patterns.
A trial
Structure of blocks and sessions
The experiment was run in sessions, each session consisting of two blocks of 192 trials. Within each block, the 192 trials represented a complete crossing of six stimulus classes (two complex-channel and four simple-channel), two rectangle orientations (vertical or horizontal), and eight cue lags. The other variables (background/rectangle texture assignments, rectangle locations) were not completely crossed with the other factors within each block, but combinations of these variables were counterbalanced within each block to avoid possible cues based on them. Trials were randomly intermixed.
Subjects completed from one to four sessions per day. Each session took 30-40 min to complete, and subjects took a break of at least 15 min between sessions. Each subject completed four experimental sessions as practice, after which they completed 25 experimental sessions for each of the two experiments (Subject GB over the course of 2 weeks (Experiment I) and 3 weeks (Experiment II), SVS over the course of 2 weeks (Experiment I) and 2 weeks (Experiment II), TW over the course of 4 weeks (Experiment I) and 3 weeks (Experiment II), and DH over the course of 4 weeks (Experiment I) and 5 weeks (Experiment I)).
Results
Experiment I: diagonally oriented Gabor-patch texture elements
3.1.1. Rectangle-only 6ersus background-only simple-channel patterns Fig. 6 presents SAT functions (proportion of correct responses as a function of cue lag) obtained from the four subjects, for the one-region, simple-channel patterns only. Each panel contains six SAT functions (curves) representing results for the six different one-region patterns (pictured in Fig. 2b-g ) as a function of the response-cue delay (cue lag). Data for rectangleonly patterns is represented by finely dashed lines, data for background-only patterns is represented by more coarsely dashed lines. Each point in these figures repre- sents the proportion of correct responses in 50 trials collapsed across all other variables not explicitly plotted (i.e. rectangle orientation, rectangle location, and specific checked/striped texture assignments between regions).
Several general characteristics of the results are easily seen in Fig. 6 . One feature shared by all of the curves is the positive, generally monotonic relationship between response accuracy and response cue lag that is characteristic of SAT functions. A quick inspection of the figure also reveals that performance is very similar for all of the one-region simple-channel patterns. Overall, curves for the rectangle-only and background-only patterns overlap considerably. The one exception to this may be the one-element, background-only patterns (pictured in Fig. 2c) , which appear to be segregated slightly more slowly than all of the other patterns. A reasonable explanation for this slightly poorer performance may be that there are roughly half as many elements in the one-element patterns as in the two-element patterns, and in the background-only patterns, these elements tend not to fall in the center of the fovea. The combination of these two factors in the one-element, background-only patterns could easily have resulted in poorer performance for those patterns. Fig. 7 presents SAT functions (proportion of correct responses as a function of cue lag) obtained from the four subjects. Each panel contains six SAT functions (curves) representing results for the six different stimulus classes as a function of the response-cue delay (cue lag). Data for complex-channel patterns is represented by solid lines, data for simple-channel patterns is represented by dotted or dashed lines. Each point in these figures represents the proportion of correct responses in 100 trials collapsed across all other variables not explicitly plotted (i.e. rectangle orientation, rectangle location, and specific checked/striped texture assignments between regions). In addition, because there were minimal differences in performance between the rectangleonly and background-only patterns in the three one-region, simple-channel conditions, the results from the rectangle-only and background-only patterns were averaged together in these conditions. Several general characteristics of the results are easily seen in Fig. 7 . A quick inspection of the figure reveals that performance is very similar for all of the simplechannel patterns (dotted lines, and symbols), and is much better than performance with the complexchannel patterns (solid lines, symbols). Performance for all of the simple-channel patterns departs from chance sooner and rises to a higher level (\ 95% correct) faster than the complex-channel patterns. Thus it appears that patterns segregated primarily through activity in simple channels are segregated faster and better than patterns segregated primarily through activity in complex channels. It is important to note that this is true even for the simple-channel pattern containing two texture regions (Simpl-2reg-Hmgn-2el, symbol: ). Performance with this pattern is very similar to performance for the other (one-region) simple-channel patterns; there is no consistent tendency for the two-region simple-channel patterns to be processed more slowly than the one-region, simple-channel patterns. Performance for these patterns is much better than performance for the complex-channel patterns (all of which have two textured regions), indicating that it is not simply the presence of two textured regions that makes the complex-channel patterns harder to segregate.
Complex-channel 6ersus simple-channel patterns
Cur6e fitting
To quantitatively summarize the differences between conditions, we fit a function to each of the SAT curves in Fig. 7 . The function we used is an exponential approach to a limit, preceeded by a delay (see inset in Fig. 8) 1 . This function is horizontal at chance performance (probability correct=0.50) for a period of time (called delay), and then rises exponentially to an asymptotic value (called R max ). We used the algebraic form:
1 In a previous SAT study (Sutter & Graham, 1995) , we also fit Quick-Weibull functions to the data sets. The fitted Quick-Weibull functions were extremely similar to the delayed exponential approach to a limit, and the goodness-of-fit was equally good. However, the actual values of the Quick-Weibull parameters were less clearly related to features of the data (in particular to the delay evidenced before performance rises from chance). Therefore, in this study, we chose to fit only the exponential approach to a limit.
where h and t 0 are the rate and intercept parameters, respectively, of the exponential function describing the rise from chance to asymptote. The value of delay (the time at which the exponential function crosses 0.50) is related to the other three parameters:
The function F was fit separately to the 24 different data sets (four subjects ×six stimulus classes) in Fig. 7 . To find the best fitting functions of the form of Eq. (a), a grid search was conducted over values of the parameter R max (which was not allowed to exceed 1.0), and the Nelder-Meade algorithm (as instantiated in MATLAB, see, e.g. Press, Flannery, Teukolsky and Vetterling (1986) ) was used to find the two parameters t 0 and h from Eq. (a) in the text. To take into account the heterogeneity of variance in proportions, the error term that we minimized was:
where | t is the standard deviation of the data proportion D(t) on the assumption that the true proportion is F(t), namely:
where the eight values of t are the eight different cue lag times (50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 500, and 800 ms after the stimulus onset), D(t) is the proportion of correct responses given by the subject at cue delay t, F(t) is the value at time t of the fitted function, and n is the number of trials per data point D(t). The value of n was 100 for all the results reported here.
The function F(t) turned out to be, overall, an excellent description of our data, as shown for an example in Fig. 8 , which displays the best fits (lines) and the proportion of correct responses (symbols) for subject SVS. Considered as a whole, the fits here are like those expected on the hypothesis that the true population proportions are given by functions of the form in Eq. (a). Fig. 9 summarizes the results of curve-fitting by showing, in separate panels, the asymptote (R max ), rate (h), and delay parameters as a function of the stimulus class, for the 24 fitted functions F(t) (six stimulus classes× four subjects). Also shown (in panel d) is the response time at which performance reaches 75% accuracy (F(t)=0.75). Within each panel, parameters of functions for complex-channel patterns are located to the left of the solid vertical line, parameters of functions for two-region, simple-channel patterns are located between the solid and the dotted vertical lines, and parameters for one-region, simple-channel patterns are located to the right of the dotted vertical line.
The rate, delay, and asymptote parameters
It can be seen in the first panel (the left panel) that the fitted asymptotes (marking the proportion of correct responses, F(t), at which performance levels off) are generally lower for the complex-channel patterns than for the simple-channel patterns. Functions for both one-region-and two-region, simple-channel patterns reach asymptotes above 0.95, while functions for complex-channel patterns are typically lower, and in three cases (one for GB and two for DH) don't reach 0.75 (this will be discussed below). The second panel of Fig. 8 (panel b ) displays the rate (h) parameters of the fitted functions. The rates for the complex-channel patterns are consistently lower than rates for both one-region-and two-region, simple-channel patterns. Three of these complex-channel rates (one for GB and two for DH) may be somewhat misleading, however, because the curves asymptote below 0.75. The third panel of Fig. 8 (panel c) displays the delay parameters of the fitted functions. The delay parameter marks the response time at which each fitted function departs from 50% accuracy. The delay tends to be longer for complex-channel patterns than for both one-region-and two-region, simple-channel patterns, which show no consistent differences. As with the rate parameters, however, three of the complex-channel delays may be misleading. The fourth panel of Fig. 8 (panel d) shows the response time at which each fitted function reaches 75% accuracy. Note that this time is very much the same for all of the simple-channel patterns for each subject, and is consistently faster (by at least 85 ms) than the time required for performance to reach 75% accuracy with the complex-channel patterns. Note also that for three of the complex-channel fitted functions (shown at the top of panel d) performance never reaches 75% accuracy. These, of course, are the functions with asymptotes below 0.75, as shown in panel (a) of Fig. 8 , and are the fitted functions that yielded potentially misleading rate and delay parameters, as mentioned above.
The rate and delay parameters for the three fitted functions with asymptotes less than 0.75 (one for GB and two for DH) need to be viewed cautiously because these functions are relatively shallow compared with the other fitted functions. With a shallow function, accurately estimating the delay and rate parameters is tricky because the effects of the delay and rate parameters interact so greatly. Low rates can be combined with early delays and high rates can be combined with late delays, leading to roughly equal fits to the data. Wide ranges of these parameters might still produce good fits to these functions, and some of these fits might even make the parameter values look similar to those of the other fitted complex-channel functions. Since any of a wide range of parameters fits these two SAT curves equally well, however, these conditions might not be as informative about the delay and rate parameters as the other fitted functions. Note, however, that all acceptable fits in these conditions will have asymptotes less than 0.75.
Indi6idual differences
Figs. 7 and 9 also reveal some differences between subjects. While for each subject, performance for the simple-channel patterns is very similar and rises to levels of 95% correct or higher, there are minor differences between subjects in both the time at which performance takes off from chance (delay) and how fast it rises (rate). More important however, are rather large differences in performance for the complex-channel patterns. Subjects GB (top left panel of Fig. 7 ) and SVS (top right panel of Fig. 7 ) both show differences in performance with the two types of complex-channel patterns (one-element and two-element). however, subject GB segregates the two-element complex-channel patterns better than the one-element, complex-channel patterns, while the reverse is true of subject SVS. Subject TW (lower left panel of Fig. 7) shows very little, if any difference in performance between the two types of complex channel patterns, and is the only subject to clearly demonstrate equal levels of performance with simple-channel and complex-channel patterns (at the later cue-delays). Subject DH (lower right panel of Fig.  7 ) also shows very little difference in performance be- tween the two types of complex channel patterns, but it is because she apparently cannot segregate either type of complex-channel pattern given the stimulus and presentation conditions of this experiment. Notice that this performance cannot be attributed to a failure to learn the experimental task, since her performance with the simple-channel patterns was not much different from the other subjects'. Both DH's failure to segregate complex-channels patterns in this experiment, as well as other individual differences in segregation of complexchannels patterns will be explored in more detail below.
Experiment II: 6ertical and horizontal Gabor-patch texture elements
In order to explore the relationship between first-and second-stage filter orientation in complex channels, and because of the relatively poor performance of two of the subjects (GB and DH) with the complex-channels patterns composed of diagonal (45 and/or 135°) elements, the experiment was run again with the same four subjects under exactly the same stimulus conditions, except that the orientation of the Gabor-patch texture elements was changed from 45 and/or 135°(diagonals) to 0 and/or 90°(vertical and horizontal). It is possible, given greater sensitivity to vertical and horizontal orientations, that the complex channels with first-stage filters tuned to vertical or horizontal orientations are more sensitive than complex channels with first-stage filters tuned to oblique orientations. The results of this experiment are displayed in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 , like Fig. 7 , shows SAT functions (proportion of correct responses as a function of cue lag) obtained from the four subjects. Each panel contains six SAT functions (curves) representing results for the six different stimulus classes as a function of the response-cue delay (cue lag). Each point in Fig. 10 represents the proportion of correct responses in 100 trials collapsed across all other variables not explicitly plotted. A comparison of Figs. 7 and 10 shows that, overall, performance in this experiment was slightly better with the simple-channel patterns and moderately better with the complex-channel patterns than performance in the first experiment. This was probably not due to practice in the task since all of the subjects were already well practiced going into the first experiment, having carried out at least 2400 trials in training and/or in another experiment. As was the case in the previous experiment, performance with the simple-channel patterns ( and ), rises to a higher level of accuracy faster than performance with the complex-channel patterns, but the difference in performance is considerably smaller in this experiment than in the previous one. Also, as in the first experiment, performance is better even for the simple-channel pattern containing two texture regions (simpl-2reg-Hmgn-2el, symbol: ), indicating that it is not simply the presence of two textured regions that makes performance with the complex-channel patterns worse.
Results of cur6e fitting: the rate, delay, and asymptote parameters
The function F (in Eq. (a)) was fit separately to the 24 different data sets (four subjects × six stimulus classes) in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 summarizes the results of curve-fitting by showing, in separate panels, the asymptote (R max ), rate (h), and delay parameters, and the response time at which performance reaches 75% accuracy (F(t) =0.75), as a function of the stimulus class, for the 24 fitted functions F(t) (six stimulus classes× four subjects). An inspection of Fig. 11 reveals that, as in the previous experiment, the complex-channel functions (on the left side of each panel) generally have lower rates (panel b), longer delays (panel c), and longer times to 75% accuracy (panel d) than the simplechannel functions. A comparison of Figs. 9 and 11 reveals that the differences between parameter values for simple-channel and complex-channel functions are smaller in this experiment than in the previous experiment, but still indicate definite differences in processing dynamics between simple and complex channels. In addition, the parameter values for this experiment indicate that the two-region, simple-channel patterns in this experiment were, if anything, processed slightly faster than the one-region, simple-channel patterns.
Indi6idual differences
Figs. 10 and 11 reveal individual differences between subjects, although these differences are not all the same as those observed in the first experiment. For three of the subjects (GB, SVS, and TW), performance for the simple-channel patterns is very similar and rises to near perfect performance. For subject DH however, performance with the two-element simple-channel patterns was somewhat better than performance with the one-element simple-channel patterns.
Individual differences also appear in performance for the complex-channel patterns. As in the first experiment, subject GB (top left panel) segregates the two-element complex-channel patterns better than the one-element, complex-channel patterns. However, subject SVS (top right panel), who in the first experiment showed better performance for the one-element complex-channel patterns, here shows equal performance for the one-element-and two-element simple-channel patterns. As in the first experiment, Subject TW (lower left panel) shows very little, if any difference in performance between the two types of complex channel patterns, and along with SVS, clearly demonstrates equal levels of performance with simple-channel and complex-channel patterns (at the later cue-delays). Subject DH (lower right panel), who was unable to segregate complex-channel patterns in the first experiment, here demonstrates an ability to segregate this class of patterns and performs better with the two-element-than the one-element complex-channel patterns.
The results of this experiment make it clear that subject DH's poor performance with complex-channel patterns in the first experiment could not have been due to a complete inability to segregate complex-channel (non-Fourier, 2nd-order) patterns. With 0 and/or 90°G abor-patches, at the longer cue delays, she was able to segregate two-element complex-channel patterns just as well as one-element simple-channel patterns, and was able to reach 80% accuracy with the one-element complex-channel patterns. Two possibilities for why DH was unable to segregate complex-channel patterns in the first experiment are: (1) she lacks the appropriate Complex Channels-the ones with first stage filters tuned to the spatial frequencies and orientations of the diagonal Gabor-patches and second-stage filters tuned to the spatial frequencies and orientations of the vertical, horizontal, and diagonal textures; or (2) these complex-channels are relatively less sensitive than those with first-stage filters tuned to the spatial frequencies and orientations of the vertical and horizontal Gaborpatch elements. If the second alternative is correct, then increasing either the contrast of the diagonal Gaborpatch elements or increasing the duration of the stimulus patterns (or both) should improve performance. To test this possibilty, DH ran the two experiments over again with the pattern duration increased from 50 to 83 ms. (The 50 ms cue delay was omitted and a 400 ms cue delay was added). DH was better able to segregate these longer-duration complex-channel patterns; her asymptotic performance for the complex-channel patterns composed of diagonal elements (Experiment I) increased from below 0.70 to above 0.85. For the complex-channel patterns composed of vertical and horizontal elements (Experiment II), asymptotic performance for the one-element, complex-channel pattern increased by about 0.20, while the asymptote for twoelement, complex-channel patterns actually decreased slightly. For subject DH, it appears that 50 ms was not sufficient time for the appropriate complex-channels to collect enough information to segregate the patterns composed of diagonal Gabor-patches in Experiment I (at the stimulus contrast of 0.60 used in this experiment), but 83 ms was enough viewing time for her performance to rise above 75% accuracy.
Discussion
In the two experiments reported here, we compared the processing dynamics of texture segregation in simple (Fourier, and complex (non-Fourier, 2nd-order) channels using patterns that were designed to be segregated primarily due to activity in one type of channel or the other. We stimulated simple channels at the same spatial frequency and orientation as the first stage of complex channels by constructing both simplechannel and complex-channel patterns from the same Gabor-patch texture elements. The simple-channel patterns used in these experiments were composed of either one or two textured regions; we were particularly interested in whether or not these two-region simple-channel patterns were harder to segregate than one-region simple-channel patterns, as was found in a previous study. We were also interested in whether there were differences in dynamics between background-only and rectangle-only simple-channel patterns, and whether texture-element orientation (diagonal or vertical and horizontal Gabor-patches) had an effect on processing dynamics. Using a cued response procedure, we obtained speed-accuracy tradeoff (SAT) functions for simple-channel and complex-channel patterns. We then fit the SAT functions (accuracy versus response cue lag) with a function combining a delay with an exponential approach to a limit.
Differences between simple and complex channels
For patterns segregated primarily due to activity in complex channels, SAT functions in general departed from chance performance later, rose more slowly, and ended up frequently at a lower asymptote than SAT functions describing performance with patterns segregated primarily due to activity in simple channels. The time-to-75% correct performance was from 30 to 200 ms longer depending on the subject and on the specific orientations of the Gabor-patch texture elements. In addition, the differences between simple-and complexchannel patterns were greater for patterns composed of diagonally oriented Gabor-patch elements than for patterns composed of vertically and horizontally oriented Gabor-patches. This was primarily due to the fact that performance was much better for complex-channel patterns composed of vertically and horizontally oriented Gabor-patches than for complex-channel patterns composed of diagonally oriented Gabor-patches. Performance for the simple-channel patterns was, for the most part, excellent regardless of the orientation of the Gabor-patch texture elements, although two subjects (SVS and TW) did produce simple-channel SAT functions that took off from chance and rose to 75% accuracy sooner for patterns composed of vertically and horizontally oriented Gabor-patches than for pat-terns composed of diagonally oriented Gabor-patches. Even though the differences were smaller for the patterns composed of vertical and horizontal patches, there was still strong evidence that processing by complex channels takes longer than processing by simple channels. The results of the present study are consistent with evidence from other texture studies (Lin & Wilson, 1994; Sutter & Graham, 1995) and from motion studies (Derrington, Badcock & Holroyd, 1992; Wilson, Ferrera & Yo, 1992; Derrington, Badcock & Henning, 1993) which indicate that processing involving non-Fourier or 2nd-order mechanisms takes longer than processing involving 1st-order or Fourier mechanisms.
It is possible that the time course of segregation for simple and complex patterns may differ because of differences in the sensitivity of the underlying mechanisms in addition to or instead of differences in their dynamics. The best way to demonstrate conclusively that the mechanisms differ in dynamics rather than sensitivity would be to find rate and/or intercept (delay) differences when asymptotes are equal (and not at ceiling) for the two types of patterns. However, it is extremely difficult (though not always impossible) to get subjects not to asymptote near 100% with simplechannel patterns. Most often, if the subject can detect the presence of a simple-channel pattern, they are able to segregate it. With the few subjects for whom we have been able to reduce simple-channel asymptotes, the patterns have been at such low contrasts that one worries about the effects of reduced sensitivity due to retinal eccentricity. The data from one of these subjects appears in Sutter and Graham (1995) (subject JH, Fig.  8a -b) . Subject JH produced some simple-channel SAT functions that weren't at ceiling. When these functions were compared with complex-channel SAT functions with similar asymptotes, it was found that rates were slower and intercepts (delays) longer for the complexchannel SAT functions than for the simple-channel SAT functions. More of this type of evidence must be collected.
Difference between rectangle-only and background-only simple-channel patterns
We found no consistent differences between rectangle-only and background-only simple-channel patterns that could not be explained by retinal eccentricity or by the amount of information available in the pattern (number of elements). This result is not inconsistent with our model of how segregation is accomplished in simple channels.
The effect of Gabor-patch orientation
Performance with complex-channel patterns composed of diagonally oriented Gabor-patches was considerably slower than performance with complexchannel patterns composed of vertically and/or horizontally oriented Gabor-patches. One possible explanation for this result is that complex channels vary in their sensitivity depending on the particular combination of first and second-stage orientation selectivity. It might be the case that the most sensitive complex channels have first-and second-stage filters matched in preferred orientation, but with a relatively large firststage orientation bandwidth (as determined by Graham et al. (1993) ) If this is the case, then vertically or horizontally striped regions containing vertical or horizontal (respectively) Gabor patches would stimulate the appropriate complex channels more strongly than would patterns composed of diagonal Gabor patches. These diagonal patches would either stimulate the above complex channels less strongly, or possibly stimulate less sensitive complex channels with diagonal first-stage and vertical or horizontal second-stage filters. Likewise, diagonally-striped regions (checked regions in our experiments) containing diagonal Gabor patches would stimulate the appropriate complex channels more strongly than would patterns composed of vertical and horizontal Gabor patches. Even though every element-arrangement pattern in this experiment contained a checked (diagonally striped) region, complex channels with matching diagonal first-stage-and second-stage filters would be stimulated less strongly by diagonally oriented Gabor patches than the corresponding vertical or horizontal complex channels would be stimulated by vertical or horizontal patches. This is because in our patterns, the spacing between elements on the diagonal is 2 times the spacing of the vertical and horizontal patches in the vertical and horizontal stripes, thereby producing weaker stimulation of complex channels sensitive to diagonal orientation.
It is unlikely that the results are due to any effects of element collinearity (alignment) within a texture region, as Sutter and Spindler (1997) showed that randomizing element orientations in a range up to 9 30°within an element-type has very little effect on performance in this task, especially for patterns composed of vertical and horizontal Gabor-patches. In addition, in a pilot study with patterns composed of Gabor patches of the same high spatial frequency (8 cpd/deg) as the ones employed here but randomized in phase (0, 90 or 180°), we found no effect of Gabor-patch phase on segregation. Sutter and Graham (1995) showed that two-region simple-channel patterns (theirs were composed of opposite-sign-of-contrast blobs with a Gaussian luminance profile) were processed consistently more slowly than one-region simple-channel patterns composed of Gaussian blobs or Gabor-patches. Sutter and Graham's two-region simple-channel patterns stimulated simple channels at the same spatial frequency and orientation as the second stage of the complex channels under investigation (i.e. at the spatial frequency and orientation characterizing the arrangement of elements), rather than stimulating simple channels at the same spatial frequency and orientation as the first stage of the complex channels, as do the two-region simplechannel patterns (composed of Gabor patches) used here. In the present study, we found no difference in dynamics between two-region and one-region Simplechannel patterns composed of Gabor patches. It is therefore unlikely that the two-region simple-channel patterns in Sutter and Graham's study were harder to segregate simply because there were two regions in the patterns rather than one region. Consequently, it is unlikely that the difference in performance between the two-region and the one-region patterns in Sutter and Graham's study was due to some inhibition acting with substantial spatial spread (Sagi, 1990 ) that would reduce the responses of the channels signalling the difference between the regions when channels were responding in two regions rather than just one. In Sutter and Graham's study, the two-region simplechannel patterns were composed of Gaussian blob, element-arrangement textures (stripe vs check) of a relatively low fundamental frequency (1.5 or 2.1 cpd/deg, respectively), with regions differing in spatial frequency by a factor of 2 and in orientation by 45°a cross the texture boundary. In the present study, the two-region simple-channel patterns were homogeneous Gabor-patch textures of the same spatial frequency (8 cpd/deg), but differing in orientation by 90°across the texture boundary (as in Fig. 2a) . Graham et al. (1993) found fairly narrow orientation bandwidths (5 -20°) for simple channels when the textures were of a high spatial frequency. This would lead us to predict that there would be no interference between regions (no channels responding to both regions) in the present study, where the spatial frequency of the texture is high, and the orientation difference across the texture boundary is 90°, leading to good segregation, which is what we found. However, in Sutter and Graham's study the spatial frequency of the textures was lower and the orientation difference between textures was smaller. It might be the case that the orientation bandwidth of the simple channels stimulated by their low frequency textures is broader than the orientation bandwidth of simple channels stimulated by the present study's high frequency simple-channel textures.
Comparison with results of a pre6ious SAT study
It is also possible that the differences between our results and those of Sutter and Graham (1995) are due to differences in the spatial extent of inhibition among channels (modeled as a normalization network by Graham and Sutter (1996) ). The spatial extent of inhibition among channels could be greater for the lowspatial-frequency channels carrying information about the differences between regions in Sutter and Graham's textures than for the relatively high-spatial-frequency channels carrying the information about differences between regions in the textures used in the present study.
Indi6idual differences in performance with complex-channel patterns
The results of both experiments revealed sizable differences between subjects in relative performance for the two types of complex-channel patterns, especially when the patterns were composed of diagonally oriented Gabor patches. These individual differences in performance may be due to differences between subjects in the sensitivity and orientation bandwidths of complex channels. Graham et al. (1993) estimated the orientation bandwidth of simple channels and the first stage of complex channels using Gabor-patch, element-type (homogeneous) and element-arrangement textures similar to those used here. They manipulated the orientation difference between the two types of elements in a pattern and measured the resulting interference in segregation relative to a pattern with only one type of element. They found that the simple channels responsible for segregation of their textures had orientation bandwidths of 5-20°, while complex-channels' orientation bandwidths were wider by at least a factor of 2. They found sizable individual differences in complexchannel bandwidths, with some subjects evidencing considerable segregation interference at orientation differences of up to 90°, while some subjects showed comparable interference up to only 15°orientation difference between the elements.
Given evidence of such large individual differences between subjects in the orientation bandwidths of complex channels, it is not surprising that we found considerable differences in performance between subjects in our experiment. Given the results of Graham et al., in our SAT experiments we might expect that subjects' performance with the two types of complex-channel patterns would differ depending on the orientation bandwidths of the first stages of their complex channels. Subjects with relatively wide orientation bandwidths would show better performance with one-element complex-channel patterns (Fig. 2i ) than with twoelement patterns (Fig. 2h) because a single complex-channel might be stimulated by both types of elements, thereby reducing segregation of these element arrangement textures. Subject SVS exhibits such results with diagonal elements (Fig. 5) . Subjects with relatively narrow orientation bandwidths would show equal or better performance with two-element complex-channel patterns than with one-element patterns because two complex-channels (stimulated by the different element orientations) would be signaling the difference between regions, thereby facilitating segregation of these element arrangement textures. Subjects GB and TW exhibit such results with diagonal elements (Fig. 5) , and subjects GB, TW, and SVS, with vertical and horizontal elements (Fig. 9) .
Summary
The two experiments reported here produced five major results.
(1) For patterns segregated primarily due to activity in simple (Fourier, 1st-order) channels, SAT functions in general departed from chance performance sooner, rose faster, and frequently reached a higher asymptote than SAT functions describing performance with patterns segregated primarily due to activity in complex (non-Fourier, 2nd-order) channels. This result supports the idea that information about the outputs of simple channels (one stage of filtering) is available to segregation decision processes in addition to and independently of the outputs of complex channels (two stages of linear filtering separated by a nonlinearity).
(2) In contrast to a previous study (that used patterns with low-spatial-frequency texture elements), we found that Simple-channel (Fourier) patterns composed of two textured regions (of high-spatial-frequency texture elements) were just as easily segregated as simple-channel patterns in which one of the regions was blank instead of textured (one-region, simple-channel patterns). The conflicting results of the two studies are reconciled either by the notion that orientation bandwidths may be different for first-stage filters of different spatial frequencies, or that normalization across channels acts over a greater spatial extent at low spatial frequencies than at high spatial frequencies.
(3) Performance with complex-channel patterns composed of diagonally oriented Gabor-patches was considerably slower than performance with complexchannel patterns composed of vertically and/or horizontally oriented Gabor-patches. A likely explanation for this result is that complex channels vary in their sensitivity depending on the particular combination of first and second-stage orientation selectivity.
(4) When only one textured region was present in the pattern, we found that subjects were equally able to discriminate the orientation of a rectangular region regardless of whether it appeared without a surrounding textured background field (rectangle-only patterns), or whether it appeared as a blank rectangular region in a background texture field (background-only patterns).
(5) As in previous experiments, we found large individual differences in the segregation of complex-channel (non-Fourier) patterns. These differences are consistent with (and accounted for by) the large individual differences in the orientation bandwidths of complex-channel first-stage filters estimated by Graham et al. (1993) .
